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Dear Friends, 

Today Inês made me breakfast as waking up was far away from possible. 
It’s cloudy outside and the trees have that winter glow only seen up north. 
Now, on this space you and us will be sharing:

We’ll start and finish every day by posting one of the e-mails we have been exchanging 
for the past month prior to the project’s starting date.

In between, continuing a shared habit of walking and creating, a group of performances 
and objects will be developed along two daily walks, one in the morning and one in the 
afternoon, which will be catalogued and published along the day in the event’s page.

We aim on intimacy and poetry. 

We see every post as a piece.

This is not an exhibition: this is the work being created as we follow it: it has no clear 
destiny: we want to allow its shared becoming. 

Here’s the first e-mail I received:

We’ll see you soon.

B.

Inês Carvalho está com Bruno De Marco em Hasenheide.
27 de janeiro . Berlim . 
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Inês Carvalho <inesc.henriques@gmail.com>
para Bruno 

On feeling report #1

to have the proper qualifications, especially social qualifications, to be a member of a group: 
you don’t belong in this club.
to be properly or appropriately placed, situated, etc.:
books belong in every home
this belongs on the shelf
he is a statesman who belongs among the great
to be the property of:
to be a part of:
lacking a home
moved or put out of the usual or proper place:
who lacks a home, as through political exile/ destruction of their previous shelter/ lack of financial resources, 
usually preceded by the
after the earthquake, the displaced were temporarily housed in armories
to leave completely and finally, desert
to abandon one’s farm
to abandon a child
to abandon a sinking ship
to give up; discontinue; withdraw from:
to abandon a research project
to abandon hopes for a stage career
to give up the control of: to abandon a city to an enemy army.
to give (oneself) over to natural impulses, usually without self-control:
to abandon oneself to grief.
delighted, pleased, or glad, as over a particular thing 
to be happy to see a person.
characterized by pleasure, contentment, or joy: 
a happy mood; a happy frame of mind.
favored by fortune; fortunate or lucky: a happy, fruitful land. 
obsessed by or quick to use the item indicated: 
a trigger-happy gangster
everybody is gadget-happy these days
to use, participate in, enjoy, receive, etc., jointly: 
the two chemists shared the nobel prize.
to present voluntarily and without expecting compensation
to hand to someone
to place in someone’s care
to make a gift or gifts, contribute
Compromise.
the quality or state of being resilient
to pardon an offense or an offender
a profoundly tender, passionate affection for another person.
a feeling of warm personal attachment or deep affection, as for a parent, child, or friend
having but lately come or been brought into being
having but now come into knowledge: a new chemical element
freshly anew or afresh
roses new washed with dew, new-mown hay
at the present time or moment: 
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Hi again babe 
 

I wanted to send you these pictures that I took a few days before your departure to the Netherlands. 
This is my favorite garden in Berlin, we were enjoying a slow walk back home after meeting our dear friends in 

Tempelhof.. I might be a bit nostalgic today.
I like to call them Hasenheide’s soil pile from july.

Love

i
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Bruno De Marco está com Inês Carvalho em Lisboa.

Yesterday I thought of a poem

this is not a train, it’s a station

Does it remember you anything? Just curious, just thought it would.

Best regards,

B.

29 de janeiro às 04:47 - Amadora, Distrito de Lisboa, Portugal . 
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Dear I 

I remember that day. It was warm, we sat down by the road to pick yellow flowers, I was feeling upset with the 
Berlin light that afternoon, not enough I thought. Remembering my days with you is like watching a japanese 
movie, you know, those in between silences. Well, it sure can be weird writing these e-mails, I guess besides 
talking to you I’m pretty sure I’m also talking to myself. It’s nice, lately I guess I don’t get much time to do that, 
both. I’d like us to find a dream city, like the ones we hear about in highschool. It would have high grass in the 
parks, random colored objects to look at, it wouldn’t be horizontal neither would it be too slopeish, everything 
else would be easy. I like easy. I miss easy. Then we’d go there and get tired of it. I like that idea.

Love 
 
b
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para Inês
Bruno De Marco <demarco.bru@gmail.com>

Dear Inês, 

today I’d also like to point out that I found this drawing in a bar I usually go. 
Teach me how to draw from such a distance

Love,

B.
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30 de janeiro . 

On feeling report #2

This lake has a peculiar shape.
to shape a statement:
a dry towel: dry air. a dry climate: the dry season. 
it was good to be on dry land
to make dry:
free from moisture.
wet your hands before
to make something wet, as by moisturing or soaking:
wet your hands before soaping them
to urinate on or in: the dog had wet the carpet.
thick with or having much fog
covered or enveloped as if with fog
blurred or obscured as if by fog
having zero visibility in both horizontal and vertical directions.
airy: vaguely formed or unreliable
where did they hide their jewels? - Keep secret, conseal from exposure 
to provide with a shelter, to take shelter,
to place the price of a thing to one’s debit.
controling soft stops.
the infantry divisioins were ordered to advance
To tell the story of a quantity of clothes washed or to be washed, at one time
a heavy wash

Inês Carvalho está com Bruno De Marco em Berlim.
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Dear Bruno 

I don’t know but it does seem familiar. 
Somehow it generates motion pictures.

Love
 
i
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Dear Bruno
 
Here’s a list:

Desert sand
Montenegro sand bag
Hasenheide’s soil pile from july
Yellow kiwi mountain (preferably with imaginary kiwis from my grandparents, 
or even real ones under certain conditions)
Melted candle wax shapes
Secret document.

Hope all is well
 
i
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wish to see the wind blowing

through
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to be something else

in solitude

resting
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from those beautiful years
when we were both stone

never seen again

we were in a car like most of the time
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Dear I 

it is beyond me the reasons that lead us to quickly switch between hate and tenderness. I remember those 
poems, they were open secrets. I guess we started this project long before we knew it. I have been pho-
tographing you in secret for years, sometimes eventualIy I tell you about it, sometimes I keep it for myself. 
Maybe this was meant to be, I mean, for these images to be seen. Maybe this was meant to be, I mean, for 
these images to be kept hidden. 
 
Love 
 
b
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waiting for an old friend

waiting for
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waiting
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31 de janeiro . 

Inês Carvalho está com Bruno De Marco em Berlim.

On feeling report #3

away from the wind, the carrying capacity of a ship. 
to load oppressively. trouble. a burning mass of material
something that makes things visible
                           to turn or switch on
Not easy in manner not easy in body or mind
to act or serve as a soldier. to soldier around until the work is done
International buying and selling of goods
I wish to order but the waitress is busy
                     the real reason for an act
they were thankful to be leaving on free soil in a free manner freely
a clear day clear water, stand clear of the closing doors
to clear the table of dishes:
precise directions: precise articulation: a precise instrument. being just that and no other: 
the precise dress she had wanted
simple tools
being or standing in the way 
bodies situated beyond or behind can be distinctly seen
Having a thin cutting edge or fine point, well adapted for cutting or piercing: a sharp knife 
terminating in an edge or point (not blunt or rounded)
The table has sharp corners
a sharp drop 
a sunny day
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2 de fevereiro, Berlim . 

continuing a shared habit of photographing the room we’re about to leave (#1)

we say farewell for now, it was a pleasure sharing this space with you all. 
thank you Eef

love,
Inês and Bruno

Inês Carvalho está com Bruno De Marco em Berlim.
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